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Providing the industry standard for loading solutions

Unique and innovative solutions for the economic control  
of dust pollution, degradation and segregation.

Main image: Cascade Shiploader handling Sulphur.

Smaller images - from left to right: Free Fall Shiploader with extraction handling Grain, Free Fall T Shiploader handling 
Phosphate, Cascade Vehicle Loader handling Sulphur, and Free Fall Tanker Loader handling Cement.
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With a Cascade system, material descends in 
mass flow in a controlled manner, eliminating 
the air liberation of particles and dust.

Ship loading represents a major problem since  
the material must be delivered to the vessel hold 
from a ship loader boom conveyor, often at  
heights of 20 metres or more above the hold  
floor, generating high material velocity and  
often an extreme dust hazard.

The Cascade solution overcomes this problem  
by directing the material flow down a series of 
inclined cones which limits the flow velocity to a 
controlled speed. The cone shape holds material  
in a manner which prevents particulate separation  
and minimises material degradation. The low 
product velocity means controlled delivery  
onto a stockpile with minimised segregation. 

By using this technology, dust generation is 
practically eliminated at source, without the  
need for expensive and energy-intensive  
dust extraction and filtration systems.

For multi-bulk operations where widely different 
materials must be handled, the VariFlow system  
is available. To optimise flow rate the VariFlow  
can operate in three modes. In standard mode, 
cone inclination is maintained at a fixed angle  
to suit the range of materials anticipated.  
In remote mode, the cone angles are adjusted  
to optimise flow rate for a particular material.  
In intelligent mode, sensors in the system  
monitor the materials speed of descent and  
the cone angles are constantly adjusted to  
optimise the flow rate through the system.

Above: Materials flowing at  
a controlled speed through  
the cascade system.

When material is allowed to free fall uncontrolled it accelerates, 
and as the velocity increases dust particles within the material 
separate and are ejected by the fast moving air-stream created.

The Cascade Concept
Cleveland Cascades the innovator

Above: Shroud prevents  
wind blown dust dispersion.

With a Cascade system, material  
descends in mass flow in a controlled 
manner, minimising the generation of  
dust emissions, product degradation  
and also stockpile segregation.
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Bulk Material Handling
Cleveland Cascades the innovator

Above: Cleveland Cascades  
guarantee dust pollution  
levels down to 5mg/m3.

Above - from left to right: The Cascade Concept, Potash loading, Sodium Sulphate loading with the  
Cascade Chute, and loading without effective Dust Control.

Manufacturing expertise
Cleveland Cascades Limited are 
recognised as the industry leaders in 
the application of bulk material loading 
systems, usable in a variety of diverse 
situations. Whether you require a 
basic loading chute or a system which 
incorporates the latest technologies 
to control dust emissions, material 
degradation and segregation, 
Cleveland Cascades have systems 
in our range to fully meet your 
requirements. Where dust control is 
an important consideration, Cleveland 
Cascades can supply systems 
guaranteeing emission levels as low 
as 5mg/m3. In all cases, we pride 
ourselves on the robust construction 
of our systems, to ensure reliable 
operation and easy maintenance.

Systems for every application
Cleveland Cascades loading systems 
can be supplied to match a wide 
range of flow rates, and are suitable 
for a number of applications including:

Ship & Barge Loading
Closed-hatch Ship Loading
Truck & Trailer Loading
Tanker Loading
Rail Wagon Loading
Stockpiling & Storage Loading
Transfer Points
Rail or Truck Reception Pits

Design excellence
The Cleveland Cascades range of 
bespoke designs can incorporate 
special features to help ensure 
optimised performance, reliability  
and best value. The range of  
options on Cleveland Cascades 
systems include:

Lining systems for abrasive materials
Lining systems for corrosive /  
high temperature materials
Material Transition Pieces / Receptacles
Folding systems to maximise air clearance
Variable velocity systems
Provision of sensors, controls and interfaces
Robust electromechanical components
Chute retraction anti-spill valves
IEC / ATEX / NEMA / CSA compliance
Wide range of loading capacities
Short or Long length chutes  
 to suit application
Food Grade Standard Materials
Trimming Devices for level hatch filling
Velothrow Jet Slinger Devices
Load Monitoring systems
Anti-Static systems
Autospill facilities
Control Panel Manufacture & Integration

Uncontrolled Loading
as shown in the photograph 
generating a real dust 
problem for the local 
inhabitants, and also a 
severe pollution to the 
surrounding environment.

Unique and innovative solutions for the economic control  
of dust pollution, degradation and segregation.



 

Ship Loading

Ship loading can represent a real challenge when loading a range of problematic  
and dusty materials. The Cleveland Cascade solution delivers effective results.

Cleveland Cascade 
Applications

Above left: Cascade mounted to a ship loader handling Potash with a rotating Trimmer Spout for detailed loading.

Above right: Cascade system loading Cement Clinker into the hatch of a vessel.

Hundreds of reference installations worldwide 
handling a range of dry bulk cargoes. The Cascade 
design has established an enviable reputation for 
efficiency and performance.

Above: Cascade Shiploader handling Soda Ash.
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Storage

Using the Cascade to reduce dust emissions within storage operations improves 
the working environment and reduces potentially dangerous dust accumulation  
in a confined area.

The Cleveland Cascade System  
has been effectively utilised in a 
number of silo and storage facilities 
across the globe to load a number  
of bulk products. 

The photographs on this page 
illustrate how the systems can  
be implemented in various ways  
such as on travelling conveyors, 
suspended from tripper spouts,  
or in fixed locations. 

Biomass / Wood Pellet is another 
product that can be very dusty when 
loading. In a time where Biofuels 
are an important renewable energy 
source, Cleveland Cascades have 
successfully used the Cascade 
System to deliver effective dust-
controlled loading in large volume.

Above: Potash storage.

Above - from left to right: Gypsum storage facilities, Coal storage, Cement Clinker storage.
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Above: Biomass storage.

Controlled material 
transfer from the 
distribution conveyor 
system down to floor 
level effectively eliminates 
dust pollution, material 
degradation and segregation 
thus maintaining quality  
and improving the  
working environment



Cascade
Interface Data

Above left: Solutions tailored to integrate with existing ship loading systems.

Above right: Folding systems for ease of operation.

Below, where air draught is an important 
consideration in order to accommodate larger 
ships, folding systems can be provided which  
helps to avoid striking ship sides during positioning.

Below: Cascade with Speed Reducer and Pivoting Head  
Chute mounted to a luffing conveyor boom.
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System Integration 

Cleveland Cascades Limited understand the importance of being able to provide loading  
chutes that can be easily integrated into designs for existing and new loading systems,  
whilst also incorporating special features to meet the users special requirements.

Cascade Chute fitted to a radial 
and luffing Shiploader Outloading 
Boom including entrainment head 
chute with pivoted mounting 
shown here with the chute  
fully retracted.
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Maintenance Access Platforms
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Above left: Cascade Shiploader with integrated walkway structure in Casablanca, Morocco.

Above right: Cascade Shiploader with walkway structure in Trinidad & Tobago.

Light-Weight Walkways 

These can be provided with Cleveland Cascades loading chutes to offer effective 
maintenance platforms. The platforms can be constructed from steel or GRP Fibreglass  
for more weight-sensitive systems.

Above: Cascade Shiploader with integrated walkway structure in Casablanca, Morocco.



 

Cascade
Chute Options
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Steelwork & Cone Lining
Areas of the chute that are in contact 
with material and therefore susceptible to 
abrasive and/or corrosive wear can be fitted 
with a number of different liners depending 
on the abrasiveness of the material being 
handled. Liners from UHMW plastics, 
stainless steel, hardened steel, chromium 
carbide and ceramic tiles can be fitted by  
our trained personnel to offer a remarkably 
long service life.

Controller Module
Cleveland Cascades Limited can provide  
the simplest operating systems through  
to extremely complex systems that can  
operate as part of a client’s loading 
operation. The control of the Cleveland 
Cascade chute can be seamlessly  
integrated to the client’s existing  
PLC equipment, or alternatively it  
can be independently provided 
and operated with a dedicated 
control panel and PLC as shown 
in the photograph below.

As part of the control, Cleveland 
Cascades can also offer remote 
control systems and pendant 
stations for system operation. 
Again, these systems can range 
from the simplest of pendants to  
the more complex remote control 
stations incorporating a  
number of functions.

Resitain Valve
This trap-door style valve, 
placed at the base of the 
chute, is opened during 
loading and then closed 
on completion. This 
prevents residual material 
falling from the chute 
when changing from 
hatch to hatch or 
moving back into its 
stored position after 
loading is complete.

In cases where a 
Resitain Valve is not used, 
loose material can fall onto 
the deck of the ship or into 
water causing pollution. The Resitain 
Valve can also reduce the requirement  
of clean-up operations.

Below Left: Cascade Cone lined with Ceramic Tiles to provide excellent wear-resistance against abrasive products.

Below Right: Cascade Deflector Cone lined in UHMW Polyethylene, used to promote material flow with products that are not so abrasive.
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Above: Flexible Skirts seal the  
chute outlet to the material to  
form neat stockpiles.

Above: The Hatch Charger  
is designed for loading  
“cement holes” on closed  
vessels in order to load during wet 
conditions without disruption.

Rotating Trimming Spout
The Trimming Spout can be installed 
permanently or used intermittently when 
required. It permits material to be accurately 
positioned within the vessel hold to maximise 
the stowed volume under deck sides with  
the minimum of machine movements.

The Trimming Spout is mounted to a 
precision slewing ring with electric motor 
drive controlled either from the driver’s cabin 
or through the use of a hand-held remote 
control station.

Hatch Charger System
The Hatch Charger system has been 
developed by Cleveland Cascades  
with the aim of overcoming the problems  
that closed-hatch loading can present  
when handling free-flowing materials 
sensitive to wet conditions. The system 
is designed for continuous loading into 
“cement holes” and achieves this by 
accommodating the ships movement  
which is caused during loading and  
from water movements also.

Skirt Outlet
The Skirt outlet is the standard fixture on all 
loading chutes supplied. It is constructed 
from overlapped leaves of conveyor rubber, 
surrounded by a pleated canvas cover 
to provide a flexible but hard-wearing 
arrangement to aid material stockpiling.  
The skirt sits over the apex of a material  
pile to allow for a smooth and controlled 
material delivery from the chute.

Right: The Hatch Charger 
loading into a closed 

cement hole.

Far Right: Cascade Trimmer 
Unit loading Phosphates.



 

Cascade
Technical Data

Below: Gimbal mounting allows chutes to be freely supported eliminating  
risk of damage if the chute fouls the ships hold or other obstructions.
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Typical Components
1  Fixed Head Chute
2  Pivoting Head Chute
3  Shroud
4  A-Type Cone
5  B-Type Cone
6  B Strop x 2
7  A Strop
8  Carrier Assembly
9  Trimmer Assembly
9a  Skirt Assembly

Pivoting Head Chute Assembly
10  Shroud Lifting Winch
11  B-Strop Bracket
12  Ultimate Limit Switch Assembly
13  Winch Assembly
14  A-Strop Bracket with Load Cell
15  Slack Rope Switch

Winch Assembly
16  Spool
17  Limit Switch

Carrier Assembly
18  Carrier
19  Trimmer Drive Gearmotor
20  Drive Pinion Guard
21  Drive Pinion, Washer, and Bolt
22  Part of Slewing Ring Guard
23  Part of Slewing Ring Guard
24  Spill Door
25  Rope Anchor (Shackle, Eyebolt, Donuts)

Trimmer Assembly
26  Slewing Ring
27  Trimmer 
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Right: Free Fall C System tailored to integrate  
with mobile loader handling Fertiliser.

The illustration shows an 
exploded Cascade Chute 
and some of the typical 
options that are available. 
The oppositely-inclined 
cones are supported from 
flexible webbing-strops to 
control the cone angles 
which are calculated on  
the material being loaded 
and the throughput rate.

When retracted, these cones 
stack tightly inside one-
another to accommodate 
the retracted height of the 
system for clearance and 
storage purposes.

At the outlet of the Chute,  
a standard skirted outlet can 
be used, and also a trimmer 
outlet which allows for 
detailed loading.

Further options such as 
Resitain Valves and Hatch 
Charger Outlets can also 
be retro-fitted to existing 
systems. 

28

29

30

Skirt Assembly
28  Skirt Connection Ring
29  Overlapping Rubber Leaves
30  Pleated Outer Canvas Skirt

9a

Left: Optional 
Conveyor Cover 
with Inspection 
Hatches and 
Optional Belt 
Scraper(s).
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Each Free Fall chute is designed and 
manufactured to the customer’s exact needs 
and specification. Two types of Free Fall 
systems are offered; The FFC (Cone)  
system and the FFT (Tubular) system.

The C Series
The Free Fall C system is similar in its 
construction to the Cascade system’s 
modular design, but consists of free-falling 
guide cones that are suspended from  
chains or strops. Externally there is an outer 
shroud to allow for the air displacement 
caused during loading to be captured  
and maintained. The shroud also allows  
for dust extraction to be fitted if required,  
to ensure dust free loading.

As with the Cascade systems, the materials 
of construction are bespoke to the 
application and special requirements,  
for example ATEX / NEMA / CSA can be 
catered for. The design is such that these 
products will give many years of trouble- 
free service.

The Cleveland Cascades Ltd range of  
Free Fall C loading chutes are designed  
to be robust and reliable, engineered  
to a high standard and manufactured  
to the highest quality.

Free Fall loading chutes
The C Series
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While Cleveland Cascades Ltd actively promote Cascade technology, the company  
also realises there are applications that do not require the stringent dust control and 
reduced degradation effects offered by the Cascade system.

Therefore, Cleveland Cascades Ltd also has a dedicated range of conventional  
style loading chutes.

Right: Free Fall C System tailored to integrate  
with mobile loader handling Fertiliser.

Above: Free Fall C System tailored  
to integrate with mobile loader  
handling Fertiliser.

Above: Free Fall Stockpiler  
Chute to handle Coal.



 

Free Fall loading chutes
The T Series

Right: Free Fall T System using Trimmer Outlet to load Various Concentrates.

Below: Free Fall T System with rotating Trimmer Outlet used to load Soybean.
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The Telescopic T System comprises of a series of concentric tubes,  
supported at the head chute interface point that can extend and retract  
to accommodate length requirements.

This arrangement remains rigid unlike the 
modular Free Fall C Series, and so is used on 
applications that may require Trimming Spouts  
or Jet Slinger devices.

The T Series incorporates a scraper/brush 
cleaning system at the head of each tube,  
which is beneficial for particularly sticky  
materials where interval cleaning is an issue.

The system can be manufactured from a  
number of different steel grades, depending  
on the material it handles. It can also be fitted 
with wear resistant and low friction replaceable  
liners for sticky or corrosive products. 

At the base of the T system there is an option  
to fit a standard skirted outlet or a rotating 
Trimmer device for accurate loading and finishing. 
There is also the option for a Jet Slinger device 
to be fitted, which throws the material some 
distance on exiting the chute.

The Free Fall chutes are not designed to control 
dust emissions or degradation, but they eliminate 
the effects of side winds and they also prevent 
uncontrolled dispersion that occurs mainly in  
ship loading and storage applications.

The T System is particularly effective in handling 
materials that have a relatively high moisture 
content such as metal and mineral concentrates, 
making them sticky. 

Fitted to the tubes are guide rails that prevent the 
tubes from twisting and distorting when extending 
and retracting whilst using a Trimmer Spout or  
Jet Slinger outlet.

Above: The T System fully  
extended handling Titanium Slag.

Above: The T System in a support 
frame which allows for extended 
loading at a range of angles for 
precision.
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Right: Free Fall T System using Trimmer Outlet to load Various Concentrates.

Right: Model image of Free Fall ‘C’ System with 
Carrier-mounted extraction units.

Dust Extraction Units (C System only)
The Free Fall C Systems can be fitted with 
Extraction units to allow for dust collection 
during loading, thus minimising emissions. 
Cleveland Cascades can incorporate this 
technology into its design in order for the 
effective operation of both loading and 
extraction together.

The photograph below shows a Free Fall 
Carrier assembly that has been modified  
to house extraction units at the base  
of the Chute. This is the optimum position  
to provide extraction, at the source of  
the dust creation.

The rate of extraction and unit requirements 
can be discussed during the enquiry phase.

Trimming Spouts (T System only)
The Free Fall T Systems can utilise rotating 
Trimmer Spouts, very similar in operation 
to that of the Cascade Trimmer Spouts to 
allow for accurate loading, and utilising the 
majority of the space provided in the ships 
hatch. The Trimmer Spouts can also be 
manufactured from various grades of steel 
and lined with abrasion resistant liners where 
necessary for impressive operation life.

Free Fall loading chutes
Free Fall Options
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Above: Free Fall T System in a Support Frame 
mounted on a travelling boom.

Above: Free Fall C System with carrier-mounted 
extraction units handling Grain.



 

Free Fall 
Tanker Loading  
Chutes

Once loading has completed through the chute, 
the closure cone delays lifting for a short period of 
time in order to ensure that any excess dust held  
up in the system has settled.

The TL Series 
design with 
integrated 
dust extraction 
evacuates the dust-
laden displaced air, 
eliminating local 
dust pollution.
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The TL Series
The Free Fall principle can 
be effectively used for Tanker 
Loading, controlling the dust 
down into the tanker inlet through 
the sealing closure cone.

The same weatherproof shroud 
design is also utilised to ensure 
dust cannot escape into the 
environment, and also to allow  
for the effective extraction of  
dust-laden air if required.

 with a completely sealed closure cone in operation.

Above: Tanker Loading Chute handling Cement with completely sealed closure cone in operation.
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Cleveland Cascades
Transfer Points

Cleveland Cascades Transfer Chutes can 
be integrated into new or existing conveyor 
systems. The Cascade arrangement ensures 
that material is placed gently onto the 
receiving conveyor in the direction of travel, 
minimising impact damage, belt abrasion 
and reducing the need for impact sections.

The skirtless delivery system further  
controls dust production and helps ensure 
material is placed uniformly on the belt,  
thus eliminating the need for skirting 
systems, which historically have been a 
major source of issues associated with belt 
tracking and ongoing maintenance costs.

By controlling the materials speed of descent within the Transfer Point,  
dust emissions and material degradation is avoided, and expensive, high maintenance 
dust extraction systems are not required. 

Above: Transfer Point for Soda Ash handling. 
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Utilising either the Cascade or Free Fall 
philosophy, Cleveland Cascades can  
offer a system to load just about every 
material in a fast, effective and dust  
free manner if required.

Materials of construction can be discussed 
and selected based on the material being 
handled, such as wear resistant liners and 
protection against corrosive materials  
such as Urea and Sulphur.

The loading of dry bulk material into vehicles is another area of industry that 
is susceptible to the problems of dust creation, material degradation and separation 
alongside over-filling and spillages. Cleveland Cascades can also apply its expertise 
in this area to deliver unparalleled effective performance. 

Cleveland Cascades
Vehicle Loading Chutes

Above: Cascade Vehicle Loaders  
handling Clinker from feed silos.

Right: Free Fall Vehicle Loader design.

Above: Cascade VehicleLoader  
handling Biomass.

Right: Cascades Vehicle Loader handling Sulphur.



Above: One of our experienced engineers performing on-site Strop replacement.
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The Cascade design with inclined cones is available in a range of  
sizes. According to the cone diameter, they are able to accommodate flow  
rates in excess of 6,000 cubic metres per hour depending upon the material  
flow characteristics.

Cleveland Cascades
Products and Services

Extending the range of economical applications, the  
Free Fall chute designs offer a competitive and effective 
alternative, particularly where materials are not dusty  
or are slightly sticky.

Whilst the Free Fall arrangement cannot compete with 
the Cascade for ultimate dust control there are many 
applications where the performance is entirely acceptable 
at a lower price point.

All designs can be supplied for use in Ship Loading, 
Flat Storage, Tanker Loading and Stockpiling with the 
appropriate facilities as a complete engineered package.

Engineering
In order to integrate systems to customers existing 
loading equipment, Cleveland Cascades experienced 
Design Engineers are available to offer comprehensive 
drawings and information. As part of the company’s 
in house design service we can arrange for Design 
Engineers to carry out a survey on your existing 
system and discuss your requirements in detail.

Services
If required, experienced engineers are available 
on demand to assist in the installation and/or 
commissioning of systems supplied. Using Cleveland 
Cascades trained engineers helps customers adhere 
to their completion schedules, and ensures chutes are 
set up in the optimised manner to achieve the best 
possible results. 

Spares
As the original equipment manufacturer of your 
loading chute, Cleveland Cascades are able to offer 
our customers expert after sales service and quality 
replacement parts for the existing system. Experienced 
engineers can also be on hand to fit the spare parts  
on site if required.

Dust Emissions Evaluation
The Cleveland Cascades dust emissions evaluation 
is an air pollution monitoring and assessment 
service provided to help operators comply with 
their environmental responsibilities and compliance 
requirements. Air sampling units are deployed around 
the loading system environment; contaminants are 
filtered from the air and are collected for laboratory 
analysis.

A report is then prepared for the facility operator which 
identifies the particulate contamination levels recorded 
during the operations. This evaluation can be carried 
out as a one-off activity to demonstrate compliance 
or otherwise with current regulations. Alternatively, if 
new handling equipment is being installed, a before 
and after analysis will demonstrate the reduction in 
pollution levels, confirming adaptation of the best 
available technology.
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Assurances
Cleveland Cascades Limited is, and has been for 
many years, an established and respected authority 
in the design and implementation of dust controlled 
loading chutes with an ever-growing customer 
base world-wide. Our loading systems are mainly 
utilised for ship loading, but are also used for other 
applications such as flat store filling, road, rail 
and tanker loading as well as in conveyor transfer 
stations. The systems are particularly effective  
and proven where the prevention of dust  
pollution and material degradation are a priority.

Cleveland Cascades Commercial Contracts are 
comprehensive and staged to offer value for money 
in return for an effective, world-class product.  
We are able to provide bank guarantee security 
within our contracts, as well as extensive  
warranty schemes.

History & Policy
The Cleveland Cascade Chute was designed  
and developed by Ian Barnard, current Chairman  
of Cleveland Cascades Limited.

Today Managing Director Matthew Barnard,  
along with an experienced team that has a wealth  
of collective experience and knowledge, continues 
to develop and lead the business as it looks to 
further develop itself as a well-established figure  
in the bulk handling industry. 

Cleveland Cascades Ltd strives for excellence, 
accredited to BS EN ISO 9001:2008 we are 
committed to achieving and maintaining an 
exceptional standard of quality in all aspects  
of our operation ensuring we continually satisfy  
the expectations of our customers in respect  
of all products and services offered.

We are a corporate member of the Materials 
Handling Engineers Association and North East 
Chamber of Commerce, as well as being a recog-
nised Investors in People company within the UK.

Cleveland Cascades
Company History & Expertise

ADM Brasil
Alumar
Arcelor Mittal
Aughinish Alumina Ltd.
B&W Mechanical 
Handling
Bedeschi SpA
British Gypsum
BRUKS Rockwood LLC
Buhler
Bunbury Port Authority
Cargotec
Castle Cement
Cementi Rossi
Christmas Island 
Phosphates
Cimbria Videbaek A/S
Cleveland Potash Ltd.
CMI
Conoco Phillips Ltd – 
Phillips 66 Ltd.
CUCPSA
Dead Sea Works
Dublin Port Company
Duro Felguera S.A
EMS Tech Inc.

FAM - Forderanlagen 
Magdeburg

FL Smidth GmbH

Fluor S.A - Alcoa

Forth Ports Plc

Geraldton Port

Inagromecanica

Irish Cement Ltd.

Israel Electric Company

Kali und Salz

Koch Czech s.r.o

MAN-TAKRAF 
fordertechnik GmbH

Neptune Bulk Terminals 
(Canada) Ltd

Nu Iron

OCP

Odebrecht

PHB Weserhutte

Port of Tyne

QIT Fer Et Titaine Inc.

Queensland Alumina

Redland Aggregates Ltd

Repsol Petroleo S.A.

Rio Tinto Alcan 
Engineering Ltd.

Samson Materials 
Handling
Sandvik
Seeger Industrial
Selpeco Resources
Sherwin Alumina
SMB GmbH
South African Port 
Operations
Taim Weser
Techint
Telestack
Tenova Takraf
Terex Port Solutions
Texas International 
Terminals
ThyssenKrupp GmbH
Titan Cement
TMSA
Trio Engineered Products
VALE
Worsley Alumina
Worley Parsons
AnD MAny OTHERS

Right: Cascade system on extending and  
slewing boom handling Soda Ash.

Industry Experts

Cleveland Cascades Limited have a wealth 
of experience in the successful completion 
of projects world-wide. Our customers 
include many notable organisations within 
their respective fields, including:
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Above: Cascade Stockpiler system with shroud removed, handling Coal.

Unparalleled Experience
Cleveland Cascades Design Engineers 
are highly experienced in integrating 
our loading chutes into your existing or 
new facilities. Typical materials handled 
include:

Alumina
Animal feed
Bauxite
Bentonite
Biomass, 
Calcined Coke, 
Cement clinker
Cereals
Coal
Fertilisers
Finished cement
Fly ash
Grain
Gypsum
Kaolin
Limenite
Limestone

Met Coke, 
Metal Concentrates, 
Olivine sand
Pelletised materials
Perlite
Petroleum coke
Phosphate
Potash 
Quartz
Salt
Soda ash
Sodium sulphate
Sugar
Sulphur
Urea
Wood Pellet,
AnD MAny OTHERS

Queen’s Award for International Trade

The Queen’s Awards are the most prestigious 
accolades for businesses and individuals in  
the United Kingdom.

Tees Valley Business Award for Export 

The Tees Valley Business Awards shine the 
spotlight on local companies in the North 
East of England that are making a significant 
contribution to the region and also the  
economy as a result.

Queen’s Award for Export Achievement 

DTI languages for export award 

This award highlights the awareness of the  
priority for language and cultural understanding  
in global markets.

Queen’s Award for Environmental Achievement 

North East of England Environmental Award 

Recognising outstanding achievement in how 
companies behave towards the environment, the 
local community, their people and supply chain.

Engineering Councils Award for Environmental  
Engineering 

This award recognises the positive impact  
that the Cleveland Cascade System has on  
the environment in reducing dust emissions  
and pollution.

Awards
The Cleveland Cascade system is a unique 
loading chute that minimises dust emissions, 
degradation and segregation. It is one of the 
more important developments in bulk material 
handling in recent years, and holds the  
following awards:
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Agents

Contact Cleveland Cascades Ltd
UK Headquarters, Unit 22, Dukesway,
Teesside Industrial Estate,
Thornaby, Stockton-on-Tees
Cleveland, TS17 9LT, United Kingdom

Tel: +44 1642 753260
Fax: +44 1642 753270

E-mail: enquiries@clevelandcascades.co.uk
Web: www.clevelandcascades.co.uk

https://www.youtube.com/user/ClevelandCascades1


